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Array detector for the atomic force microscope
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We present a method for measuring the deflection of the optical beam in an atomic force microscope
~AFM! that yields an increased signal-to-noise ratio, compared to the conventional two-segment
detection. This increase is achieved by distributing the optical power from the beam across an array
of photodetector segments and splitting it into multiple channels. Each channel has an adjustable
gain factor that is set dynamically to weigh the contribution from each channel. We find a
mathematical condition for the gain factors that allows detection of cantilever deflections with
maximum signal-to-noise ratio and demonstrate this for the case of a 12-mm-long cantilever in an
AFM for small cantilevers. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!05024-5#
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The atomic force microscope1 ~AFM! has become an
important tool in nanoscale science. Its applications inclu
the measurement of sample surface properties such as to
raphy, elasticity, and adhesion.2 These measurements rely o
the detection of AFM cantilever deflections with suban
strom accuracy. Optical beam deflection3,4 has become the
prevalent detection method due to its simplicity, but a
optical interferometry5 and piezoresistivity6 have been used
Recently, a number of single-molecule techniques using
AFM have emerged, which measure mechanical and che
cal properties of individual molecules.7–9 These advanced
techniques set increasing requirements on the force res
tion of the AFM. Small cantilevers were introduced recen
that exhibit reduced thermal motion that often limits for
resolution.10–12 But, as intrinsic cantilever noise is reduce
improved detection becomes more and more critical.13

For optical beam deflection detection, an incident la
beam is focused and reflected off the cantilever. Deflecti
of the cantilever cause translations of the reflected beam
position-sensitive detector. Conventionally, a two-segm
photodiode is used and the cantilever deflection signa
generated by a differential measurement of the light po
incident on the two segments. This works well for reflect
light beams that are of approximately Gaussian shape.
quently, however, reflected beams are of less-than-id
shape,14 especially those that arise in AFMs for operation
liquid and in AFMs for small cantilevers. Multiple optica
interfaces and prototype cantilevers often cause the refle
beam to look scattered and spotted. In this case, centerin
beam on the two-segment detector does not necessarily
sition the part of the beam with the highest intensity betwe
the segments, a condition that is required for high detec
sensitivity.13,15,16 Moreover, if there are multiple intensit
maxima, they cannot be centered all at the same time.

Here, we present a method that optimizes detection s
sitivity by dissecting the shape of the reflected beam. T
reflected beam is expanded by a diverging lens and is

a!Electronic mail: tschaeff@gwdg.de
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tributed across a one-dimensional array of photodetector
ments. The cantilever deflection signal at the detector ou
is generated by first converting the fraction of the total lig
power that is incident on each of then detector segmentsPi

into an electrical signal~Fig. 1!. Thesen electrical signals
are then individually amplified by their respective gain fa
tors gi that can be set dynamically and independent of e
other. Finally, the sum of thesen amplified, and therefore
weighted, signals is formed, making the cantilever deflect
signal. When the cantilever is deflected by a small amou
the position and/or the shape of the reflected beam on
detector changes and the fraction of the light power incid
on each segment changes byDPi ~we assumeDPi!Pi).
The cantilever deflection signalS becomes

S5(
i 51

n

giDPi , ~1!

FIG. 1. Schematic of the array detector. The light beam reflected from
cantilever is distributed across an array of photodetector segments. The
tion of the power incident on each segmentPi is converted into an electrica
signal and amplified by an individual gain factorgi . These gain factors can
be set dynamically and independently of each other. The individual sig
are added to form the cantilever deflection signal. This procedure all
weighing the contribution from each segment to the cantilever deflec
signal.
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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where perfect responsitivity of the photodiode segments
assumed and a constant dc offset( i 51

n gi Pi , originating from
the undeflected cantilever, was subtracted.

A physically fundamental limiting noise source in th
cantilever deflection signal is the photonic shot noise. T
results in root-mean-square~rms! light power fluctuations on
each segment with magnitude (2\vD f Pi)

1/2, where\v is
the energy of one photon andD f is the detection bandwidth
These light power fluctuations are weighted by their resp
tive gain factorsgi . Since the resulting individual contribu
tions gi(2\vD f Pi)

1/2 are uncorrelated with respect to ea
other, they are added in quadrature to obtain the rms no

N5S 2\vD f (
i 51

n

gi
2Pi D 1/2

. ~2!

We now would like to choose the gain factorsgi such that
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR5S/N) of the cantilever de-
flection signal is maximized. From Eqs.~1! and~2! it can be
seen that the SNR is invariant with respect to a comm
positive multiplicative scaling of the gain factors. We w
show, however, that the freedom to choose each gain fa
individually can be used to improve the SNR of the canti
ver deflection signal. Maximization of the SNR follows b
simultaneously solving then equations

]~S/N!

]gi
50, i 51,2,. . . ,n. ~3!

This results in the conditions for then gain factors

gi5b
DPi

Pi
, ~4!

whereb is an arbitrary positive scalar. In practice, we choo
b such that the gain factorsgi are distributed anywhere in
between61. No assumptions about the particular arran
ment and shape of the detector segments were made in
derivation. In particular, Eq.~4! works for both one- and
two-dimensional arrays and is suitable for interferometric
tection schemes as well, since it makes optimum use of
knowledge of thePi and theDPi , regardless of their origin
Furthermore, previously necessary adjustment proced
such as centering the optical beam on the detector are o
lete for an array detector with optimized gain factors.

We demonstrate the increased sensitivity of an array
tector with 16 segments for the case of a particular protot
small cantilever that was 12mm in length and 5mm in width.
It was made of silicon nitride and had a gold pad, 5mm
35 mm in size, at its tip to enhance light reflectivity.12 The
cantilever was mounted in an AFM for small cantilevers th
produces a small focused spot size, similar in design to
described before.17 The intensity profile of the beam re
flected from this cantilever is displayed in Fig. 2~a! ~solid
bars!. The shape of this profile differs from those that a
frequently obtained with a conventional AFM setup and t
are of approximately Gaussian shape@Fig. 2~a!, dashed line#.
The reason for this difference might be due to a rough
warped surface of the gold pad, for example, but can also
caused by a nonperfect setup of the beam optics in the A
for small cantilevers. In the case of a perfectly Gauss
reflected beam profile, the detection SNR can be calcula
using the above formulas, to be 25% higher with an ar
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detector than with a two-segment detector. But, we will de
onstrate in the following that a significantly higher improv
ment can be achieved in other cases.

To set up the array detector for measurements w
maximized sensitivity, a simple, one-time calibration me
surement needs to be performed, thereby correlating can
ver deflections with translations of the reflected beam on
detector. First, the fraction of the total light power that
incident on each segmentPi was recorded separately at zer
cantilever deflection@Fig. 2~a!# by setting the respective gai
factorgi to 1 and all others to zero and repeating this pro
dure for all segments. Then, a small deflection of the ca
lever was produced to measure the change of the incid
power on each segmentDPi in the same way@Fig. 2~b!#. In
our case, we vibrated the cantilever off-surface with the h
of a piezoelectric actuator, but the exact mechanism for p
ducing this cantilever deflection is not important. It can al
for example, consist of lightly pushing the tip of the cantil
ver into a sample surface. Finally, the optimum gain fact
are calculated using Eq.~4! @Fig. 2~c!, solid bars#.

To demonstrate the improvement of the SNR of cant
ver deflection measurements with such a setup, we first
erated the array detector as a two-segment detector by se
half of the gain factors to11 and the other half to21 @Fig.
2~c!, dashed line#, and measured the spectrum of cantilev
deflections due to Brownian motion~Fig. 3, upper trace!.
Only a portion at the tip of the cantilever’s thermal res
nance peak protrudes above the background noise level
then transferred the optimum gain factors from Fig. 2~c! to

FIG. 2. Measurable quantities and parameter of the array detector in
case of a particular 12-mm-long cantilever in an AFM designed for sma
cantilevers.~a! Power distribution of the light beam reflected from the u
deflected cantilever on the array detector. For conventional AFMs and
tilevers, this distribution frequently has an approximately Gaussian sh
~dashed line!. For prototype AFMs, operation in liquid or prototype cantile
vers, the power distribution often significantly varies from a Gaussian sh
In the case of this particular cantilever, the power distribution exhibit
double peak~solid bars!. ~b! Change in light power on each segment wh
the cantilever is deflected by a small amount. Some segments show a l
change in power than others, indicating that they are affected by the c
lever deflection more strongly than other segments.~c! Calculated optimum
gain factors of the array detector for the measured quantities from~a! and
~b! ~solid bars!. These gain factors optimize the signal-to-noise ratio
measurements of cantilever deflections in the case of shot noise, com
to a conventional two-segment detector~dashed line!.
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the array detector and measured the thermal spectrum a
~Fig. 3, middle trace!. The SNR of the thermal resonanc
peak increased by a factor of 5. A fit of a simple-harmon
oscillator function to this resonance peak reveals the un
lying thermal cantilever motion~Fig. 3, bottom trace!.

In summary, we have demonstrated that it is possible
increase the SNR of the cantilever deflection signal with
use of an array detector. This array detector has severa
dependent channels, each of which has a dynamically ad
able gain factor that amplifies, and consequently, weighs
information in its channel. We provide a general formula
the optimum gain factors for a given experimental conditio
In the case of a particular 12-mm-long cantilever, the SNR o

FIG. 3. Deflection spectral densities due to thermal motion of the 12mm
cantilever in an AFM for small cantilevers. In the case of detection wit
conventional two-segment detector~simulated with the array detector b
setting half of its gain factors to11 and the other half to21, upper trace!,
only the tip of the thermal resonance peak protrudes above the backgr
noise level. Applying the optimized array detector gain factors that w
calculated in Fig. 2~c! increases the SNR of the cantilever’s thermal re
nance peak by a factor of 5 in this particular case~middle trace!. This
increase in SNR reveals more of the true thermal cantilever motion th
displayed as a fit of the thermal resonance peak to a simple-harm
oscillator function~bottom trace!.
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cantilever deflection measurements was higher for an a
detector than for a two-segment detector by a factor of 5
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